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Regime Entanglement in the Emergence of Interstitial Legal Fields: Denmark and the Uneasy Marriage of Human Rights and Migration Law

Thomas Gammeltoft-Hansen and Mikael Rask Madsen

Introduction

1 ‘The Court is not an immigration Appeals Tribunal or a Court of fourth instance.’ So spoke the united member states of the Council of Europe (CoE) on the occasion of the 2011 Izmir Declaration – a declaration drafted in the context of the Interlaken reform process of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) kicked off the year before. The blunt statement was repeated verbatim in 2018 in the first draft of the Copenhagen Declaration, which was adopted as a much-revised version later that year. Although the Danish government argued that it merely deployed what in diplomatic circles is known as “agreed language”, this time it caused alarm among many other member states of the CoE and across civil society organisations. Divorcing human rights from the rights of migrants was simply not acceptable in 2018 – and not the least since the then Danish government had publicly made it a priority to regain sovereign control of its immigration policy. This issue, and in particular cases related to what were termed ‘foreign criminals’ and their rights to family life under Article 8 of the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR) had become a recurrent theme in Danish media and political discourse. Consequently, the then minority government was under significant pressure from its far-right supporters in the Danish People’s Party (Dansk Folkeparti) to deliver on the migration issue by pushing back the reach of the ECHR.
These two issues – human rights and migration – have historically had distinct trajectories both in Danish and in European law and politics, but the coupling of the two, we argue, have transformed both. Migration law has gained legal momentum and judicial empowerment from increasingly engaging human rights law and institutions; human rights law has gained legitimacy for its universalist aspirations by developing, albeit slowly, a jurisprudence on non-nationals’ rights. Yet, the coupling has also been politically contentious – at times even explosive – which in turn has challenged both fields of law. From the perspective of international law, establishing accountability for migrant and refugee rights violations has always required a certain degree of adjudicatory exploration. The lack of a dedicated international court or quasi-judicial monitoring mechanism pertaining to the refugee regime has historically led scholars and practitioners to focus on domestic legal venues. Over the past few decades, however, the rights of other categories of migrants have been contested before other legal institutions, invoking other human rights treaties, as well as e.g. EU law. While some of these institutions have remained more ambivalent about taking on a larger role in this issue area, others have more or less embraced the opportunity to fill this judicial vacuum. Indeed, non-refoulement cases today make up the overwhelming majority of pending petitions before the Committee Against Torture. New opportunities have further emerged as the result of normative and institutional developments. The CEDAW committee, for example, has recognized an implied prohibition against refoulement and heard individual communications involving refugee authors. The Committee on the Rights of the Child, which began receiving individual communications only in 2014, has started to receive complaints related to refugee children.

The present article examines the political and legal processes through which human rights and migration law have become confounded – what we in this article more generally refer to as regime entanglement. Regime entanglement implies that different areas of law not only interact but are more fundamentally entwined and mutually impacted. In the case of human rights and migration law, we argue that their mutual interface has fundamentally reshaped both legal fields and produced something relatively new. Human rights is no longer simply a complementary angle into refugee and migration law, but a primary vantage point for both national and international litigation on refugee and migration matters. Nonetheless, this amalgamation of the two fields has simultaneously triggered some of the most significant pushback against international human rights law and adjudication, as the recent Danish proposals to reform the ECtHR exemplify.

Although the entanglement of migration law and human rights law is a general European development, in this article we limit ourselves to a study of migration law and human rights and how these two legal regimes have been implemented and have interacted in Danish law and politics. Focusing on the Danish case allows us to provide a situated analysis of how these regimes are negotiated and contested. Denmark is also an interesting case, which represents and in some regards perhaps even epitomises developments also seen in other European countries in respect to the growing politicization of both migration and human rights. While international and European human rights for a long period received limited political attention in Denmark and other European countries, we argue that their emergence as a marker of domestic political controversy is closely linked to the ways in which it they have fused with
migration law and helped develop rights of migrants in recent years. Likewise, migration law has moved from being a relatively small subfield of law to taking centre-stage in many debates over human rights.

The Danish case is a particularly useful entry point for understanding and analysing this process, given the explicitness of the political rhetoric and the scope of legislative amendments which have been tabled. That said, neither of these processes are unique to Denmark and many other European countries have undergone similar transformations, both in terms of their immigration history and experience, and in terms of increasingly restrictive migration politics and policies. Thus, our choice of Denmark as case study is informed by a wish to understand not simply the Danish particularities of this issue, but to use this more limited case to explore a broader phenomenon of consequence to European society in general. Basically, the fusing of migration law and human rights, and the accompanying politico-legal discourses of each field, represent an emblematic case of how the underpinning liberal values of European society – human rights – are challenged and transformed by current changes stemming from both intra- and extra-European mobility.

In this article, we undertake an explorative study of the evolution of the two legal regimes in focus and their gradual entanglement. A key challenge of such an undertaking is that the two fields have developed distinct perspectives on their own histories and specific narratives. We therefore employ a dual perspective, which retains and seeks to bring into conversation the dual construction of the interstitial migrant-human rights legal field with each of its two original pathways. In methodological terms, this double regard entails taking seriously the parallel and at times distinct productions of the emerging interstitial legal field somewhere at the crossroads between the more established regimes of human rights and migration law. In other words, we employ a double reflexivity towards our object of inquiry in order to unpack the problem of field-specific knowledge production in each of the subfields studied. Such an approach draws on insights from Bourdieusian sociology and its application to the empirical study of transnational legal fields. Building on that tradition, we seek not only to challenge the tendency to departmentalise legal developments in their field of origin but also to explore how regime entanglement occurs as empirical developments. The international and European characteristics of our object of inquiry naturally turns the study towards the interface of national and European politics and law of the fields in focus. Moreover, both human rights and migration law have been largely influenced by geopolitical changes affecting both the possibility of agreeing on international regimes and the ebbs and flows of migration. Our study emphasises these common structural changes and conditions in the parallel evolution of the two fields and their eventual intersection. The article is therefore structured in two main sections which explore, respectively, the influence of human rights on migration law and the impact of migration claims on the development of human rights, with a special focus on the ECtHR. In a third and final section, we combine the two perspectives and draw up a set of conclusions.
National dynamics of regime entanglement and contestation: The case of Denmark

Denmark has often been held up as a liberal frontrunner when it comes to refugee and migrant rights. Denmark chaired the negotiations of the 1951 Refugee Convention and it was the first country to sign and ratify it. Along with other Nordic countries, Denmark has remained an important donor to the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, and a long-standing and active member of its Executive Committee. When economic crisis and new asylum flows led other states to adopt more restrictive policies in regard to foreigners, this political legacy initially led Denmark to introduce its 1983 Aliens Act; at the time claimed to be the 'world's most liberal asylum and migration legislation' by several international observers. Today, however, this picture has substantially changed. Over the past decades, Denmark has imposed a series of restrictive policies in regard to both asylum and immigration. In 2016, Denmark made international headlines after passing a bill restricting access to family reunification for Syrian refugees up to three years and allowing the police to search refugees and seize their assets. Following the surge in asylum numbers during the summer of 2015, Denmark ran an anti-refugee ad campaign in Arabic newspapers warning them against going to Denmark. Later that year, then Prime Minister Lars Løkke Rasmussen suggested that the 1951 Refugee Convention should be revised.

Although this political U-turn is hardly unique to Denmark, the Danish case is nonetheless instructive for understanding how domestic political dynamics fundamentally shape states' approach to international law in this area. Throughout the years, international human rights law has played an important role in the formulation of new immigration legislation – either directly or indirectly. The cornerstone of Denmark's current asylum and immigration policy was laid down with the 1983 Aliens Act. The Act replaced the Foreigners Act that with few changes had been in effect since 1952. The starting point for negotiations over the 1983 Aliens Act was to improve legal guarantees for foreigners, in particular asylum-seekers and those applying for family reunification. At the time, Denmark did not experience a significant influx of refugees or other groups of migrants and asylum recognition rates remained high. Hence, the political motivation for the 1983 Aliens Act was not to establish a substantively more liberal policy, but rather to provide more legal clarity, avoid arbitrary administration of different cases and ensure that Danish law more explicitly set out rights in regard to asylum, family reunification and expulsion.

What the drafting process around the 1983 Aliens Act highlights, however, is two distinctly different approaches in terms of how individual states engage with international law. In the legislative drafting committee, two fronts quickly emerged. The majority was led by then Minister of Justice Erik Ninn-Hansen and the conservative government coalition. The minority by members of the opposition and civil society organisations, most notably the Danish Refugee Council. Both sides agreed to include e.g. a positively formulated right to seek asylum; something never codified in the 1951 Refugee Convention but at the international level back then only found in general human rights instruments. The majority of the committee were concerned, however, that too broadly formulated rights would undermine Denmark’s possibility to sufficiently control immigration. To counter this risk, the majority insisted on an 'executive approach', in which administrative competences to issue detailed rules were...
built into the legislation. For example, an emergency brake was proposed to reject asylum-seekers at the border in cases of mass influx and a possibility to deny asylum under certain conditions introduced. Most importantly, the majority’s legislative proposal did not contain a legal entitlement to family reunification, but left it to the Ministry of Justice to regulate this administratively depending on factual developments.

10 The minority in the drafting committee conversely pushed for a more “rights-based approach” and argued that too much administrative flexibility not only undermined the legal standing of asylum-seekers and immigrants, it would also enable the government to introduce wide-ranging changes without parliamentary consent. In a surprising turn of events, and following the mobilisation of a broad range of Danish civil society actors, an alternative proposal drafted by the minority was subsequently adopted by Parliament. The new Act now contained a positive right to family reunification, a right to asylum for so-called “de facto” refugees and a number of legal guarantees in regard to expulsion. The Act also included a verbatim reference to e.g. the refugee definition set out in Article 1a of the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, thereby creating a direct link between national authorities and the new appeals body, the Refugee Appeals Board, to apply and interpret international law.

11 At a more general level, several aspects of the new rights catalogue may be seen to reflect wider contemporary international human rights law developments beyond the requirements set by international refugee law. The right to family reunification, for instance, was never included in the 1951 Refugee Convention, but rather hinges on interpretation of the general right to private and family life. The 1975 Helsinki Accords helped cement family reunification as a human right, and some sporadic case law from the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) on this issue similarly emerged in the mid-1980s. Similarly, references to both UN and European human rights law regarding expulsion can be found in the preparatory work for the 1983 Aliens Act. Indirect reference to general human rights law may also be argued to underlie the Act’s incorporation of a right to asylum for so-called “de facto” refugees. This category was directed at groups such as conscientious defectors, torture victims, and persons fleeing from either generalised violence or gender-related persecution. All categories that were directly linked to general human rights protections, but at the time generally considered not to fall within the ambit of the refugee definition set by 1951 Refugee Convention. The act further established that persons granted this form of subsidiary protection were granted rights on par with those afforded to Convention refugees. Last, but not least, the right to family reunification was ensured for both categories of refugees – again moving beyond the strict requirements of international refugee law. The entanglement of international migration law and European human rights law, in other words, was already evident at the national level, at which different standards were synthesised across regimes and issue areas.

12 Notably, however, direct reference to human rights law standards were scant in the negotiations of the 1983 Aliens Act. As explained by one of the drafting committee members, the minority’s primary strategy was to rely on existing, liberal Danish practice in these areas. This choice further reflected the relative importance accorded to different parts of international law. At the time of drafting, the 1951 Refugee Convention was considered a comparatively stronger and more well-
established starting point for guiding national immigration law, as compared to European human rights law, which had still to develop a substantial body of jurisprudence in this area. Consequently, the broader catalogue of rights introduced in 1983 were not seen as legal obligations required under European or international human rights law, at best as a generous interpretation of core principles contained within these instruments.

This outlook became important in the subsequent turn towards more restrictive Danish asylum and immigration policy. In 2001, a new right-wing government took power with electoral support from the Danish Peoples Party and this became both a decisive turning point for Danish immigration policy and the beginning of a growing politicisation of international human rights and refugee law. The new government made immigration policy a key priority and saw it as a key priority to reverse the more liberal compromise reached in 1983. In 2002, the hitherto largest suite of amendments to the Aliens Act were thus introduced, with a specific aim to more closely align Danish legislation with a minimum interpretation of relevant international law.

The amendment introduced new restrictions on family reunification and replaced the concept of “de facto refugees” with a right to subsidiary protection called “B-status” that in its formulation directly mirrored Denmark’s obligations under Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights. Numerous subsequent amendments driven by the new alliance similarly meant that international human rights law became a more explicit nodal point in both Danish legislation and administrative practice. For example, in 2018 expulsion of foreigners convicted of crime became mandatory unless it “with certainty” violates Denmark’s international obligations. During this period, a more general political shift can further be observed, making a “tough but fair” immigration policy a cross-aisle platform. In particular during the past decade, shifting Social Democratic governments have thus equally implemented new restrictions in regard to e.g. asylum and family reunification and pushed back against international law in this area.

In spite of this restrictive turn, however, far from all measures achieved the intended goal of limiting access for asylum-seekers and unwanted immigration to Denmark. A key factor in this regard was the similarly dynamic development of international human rights jurisprudence during this period. Consequently, despite political claims to the contrary, it is far from clear that the abolishment of the “de facto” category in 2002 significantly impacted acceptance rates for asylum applications. Several of the categories covered by this provision had in the meantime been encompassed by developments in either general human rights jurisprudence or dominant interpretations of the 1951 refugee definition.

The most pronounced effect of the 2002 amendment on asylum recognition was for the category of persons fleeing generalised violence, commonly referred to as “war refugees.” Up until 2002, the “de facto” concept had been applied to grant asylum to e.g. Somalis fleeing the civil war. At the time of the amendment, this group was not seen to fall within the ambit of Denmark’s international obligations under neither the 1951 regime nor general human rights law. Just two years later, however, the budding harmonisation of EU asylum law introduced a concept of subsidiary protection covering, among other things, “serious and individual threat to a civilian’s life or person by reason of indiscriminate violence in situations of international or internal armed conflict.” A notion that the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) later
confirmed created an obligation beyond the category of people protected by Art. 3 of the European Convention of Human Rights. That in itself needed not concern Denmark, which maintains a legal opt-out meaning that neither EU asylum law nor CJEU jurisdiction applies. In 2011, however, the ECtHR handed down its decision in Sufi and Elmi, applying a very similar interpretation and specifically arguing that the European Convention of Human Rights should offer “comparable protection” to that of European asylum law. This forced Danish asylum authorities to alter their approach and to reopen a number of already rejected cases.

The growing role of European courts and international human rights bodies in regard to migration issues during these years may similarly be seen to prompt a national response. The Danish case in this sense highlights the difficulty of brokering national sovereignty and international law in an area subject to dynamic interpretation. As the entanglement of migration and human rights law shifts from national legal processes to being driven by international judiciaries, a different kind of politics, centred around a more managerial approach to international legal obligations, has started to take shape. The Danish government’s response to the above-mentioned developments in EU and human rights law came in 2015. A new legal status, titled “temporary protection,” was introduced, specifically aimed at persons owed protection as a result of indiscriminate violence – at the time predominantly Syrian refugees. Compared to other forms of asylum, residence permits based on the temporary protection category are granted for shorter periods and subject to annual review, and associated rights more limited. Most significantly, persons offered temporary protection status will normally only be able to apply for family reunification after 3 years.

For Denmark, the national response to increased international adjudication of asylum and migration law has thus first and foremost been to step up efforts to deter asylum-seekers and family reunification. Deterrence policies – defined as measures intended to stymie or prevent migrants and refugees from either arriving at the territory or accessing the asylum system of a prospective destination state – has been a favoured response of developed states from the 1980s onwards. Denmark has been part and parcel of this development, in some cases clearly inspiring other countries. A particular novelty of the 1983 Aliens Act was the introduction of a ‘first country of asylum’ clause. Denmark was also the first country to incorporate an explicit legislative provision in regard to ‘safe third countries’ in 1986 allowing for pre-procedure rejections at the border; a concept which became known as ‘the Danish clause’ as it was replicated throughout Europe.

For a country like Denmark – located in Northern Europe and with few arrivals at its external EU borders – the bulk of recent deterrence measures apply a more indirect logic, designed to make conditions for asylum-seekers, refugees and migrants less attractive rather than directly limiting who is owed asylum. The ‘temporary protection status’ is a case in point. On the one hand it formally recognises a right to asylum based on indiscriminate violence in line with international jurisprudence, on the other hand it aims to discourage this type of asylum claims or divert them to other countries by limiting the rights associated with this particular status. Other examples of this kind of indirect deterrence include cutting social benefits for refugees by 50 % and grading child care support and pensions for refugees based on the their length of stay in Denmark. Legislation has further been adopted granting the police authority to search and seize funds and assets from asylum-seekers in order to cover costs related
to accommodation and other benefits. Possibilities to detain asylum-seekers have been expanded, and an option to waive the ordinary, automatic right to habeas corpus for detained asylum-seekers in cases of mass influx. Fees have finally been introduced in connection with applications for family reunification and permanent residence for refugees. The latter is further subject to new requirements in regard to language and employment and the waiting period for permanent residence extended to six years.

Longitudinal analysis suggest that Denmark’s resort to indirect deterrence policies have been, at least partially, effective in reducing asylum arrivals compared to other European countries. From a legal perspective, it is further worth noting that unlike the refugee regime, the expanded protections offered to asylum-seekers as a matter of general human rights law are not mirrored by a similar rights catalogue specifically governing their status. In other words, while international human rights jurisprudence has placed an expanded obligation upon states in terms of who is owed international protection, none of these instruments were specifically designed with migrants and refugees in mind. States thus retain comparatively more freedom than under the 1951 Refugee Convention in terms of regulating their stay.

As a final point, it should be noted that not only international institutions, but also national courts and specialised judicial bodies have taken on a key role in translating and brokering interpretations of international human rights law into domestic practice. In 2017, following heated Danish political debates about European human rights law limiting the ability to deport criminally convicted foreigners, the Danish Institute of Human Rights conducted an analysis of domestic jurisprudence and its implementation of ECHR case law. It concluded that Danish courts could lawfully pursue a more restrictive approach in regard to expulsion cases, while still staying within the confines of the evolving jurisprudence of the ECHR. Similarly, the Danish Refugee Appeals Board has repeatedly aligned Danish asylum practice with relevant developments in the jurisprudence of the CJEU. Although the board carefully notes that Denmark is neither bound by EU’s asylum directives nor interpretations thereof, EU jurisprudence thus nonetheless comes to exercise a degree of normative force on Denmark through its interpretation and harmonisation of state practice of other European states.

In sum, the Danish case shows how the entanglement between migration law and human rights law has emerged first at the national level and secondly at the international level. Historically, this conflation was less of an issue since persons offered complementary or “de facto” protection status were automatically offered the same benefits and rights as refugees owed protection under the 1951 Refugee Convention. In the current political climate, however, and in light of the reduced national manoeuvre room resulting from growing international judicialisation, the asymmetry between the ambit of who is owed protection and the substantive rights governing their stay is increasingly exploited as a way for shifting Danish governments to manage regime entanglement at the international level. This does not mean that current suite of indirect deterrence measures will not equally be subject to similar litigation before different international human rights bodies and courts. The challenge facing such cases, however, is that the relevant human rights issues – e.g. non-discrimination or the right to family life – were never designed specifically with migrants or refugees in mind. As a result, they typically remain subject to proportionality assessments and/or long-standing precedents sanctioning differential
treatment between nationals and non-nationals. Even where litigation is successful, states might further respond to international jurisprudence through post-judgment adaptation strategies. For example, in 2016 the ECtHR found a key element of Denmark’s restrictive family reunification policy to constitute indirect discrimination based on ethnic origin.\textsuperscript{50} The immediate response by the Danish government was to expand the so-called “attachment criteria” to also apply to Danish citizens, before subsequently replacing it with a new “integration requirement” considered to achieve a similar result while simultaneously taking the new ECtHR precedent into account.\textsuperscript{51}

### The other side of the coin: European human rights law meets migration

22 As the above review of the Danish migration regime and its relationship to international and European human rights standards illustrates, migration law, also more generally, has become influenced by human rights law and principles. Today, it is difficult to imagine migration law without also considering a host of human rights issues as developed by specialised human rights courts and bodies. Vice versa, migration and refugee law scholarship speak of a “human rights turn.” With significant implications for both theory and practice.\textsuperscript{52} Within refugee law, for example, international human rights law has served both as a framework through which to interpret core obligations, and as a wider catalogue of substantive rights creating other normative entry points against restrictive policies or additional protections for certain groups of refugees. This includes, for instance, the right to leave as established in Art. 12 of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights\textsuperscript{53} and the special protection afforded to children and minors.\textsuperscript{54} A number of studies have further linked interpretation of the non-refoulement obligation and other core rights within the Refugee Convention to the burgeoning literature on extraterritorial human rights jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{55}

23 There is, in other words, little doubt that human rights have encroached on migration law and are today more or less an integral part of migration law. Paraphrasing Marie-Bénédicte Dembour, migrants have become humans as in human rights. But as Dembour documents in her analysis, this process of providing human rights status to migrants – or what we describe as regime entanglement – has been both long and cumbersome and remains incomplete.\textsuperscript{56} Indeed, if we view the opposite side of our object of inquiry, that is, how human rights have become influenced by migration law, we can observe what might best be described as a reluctant engagement, at least historically. This section tackles this complex process when seen from the perspective of human rights. Due to space restrictions, we limit ourselves to some key turning points with regard to the ECtHR, arguably the most central institution in this context, and particularly as it pertains to the Danish case.

24 Historically, it is not an overstatement to claim that the ECtHR and its underlying Convention was not written with the purpose of generating a vast catalogue of migrant rights. Specialised regimes regarding refugees and stateless persons were simultaneously being developed at the UN level, and the main goal of the new European human rights regime, as argued elsewhere, was geopolitical.\textsuperscript{57} The idea was to establish a common system that could sound the alarm if genuine democracy was threatened within the member states; the real fear was Soviet expansionism into Western Europe.\textsuperscript{58}
As a response, a robust institutional bulwark, consisting of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR or Court), the European Commission of Human Rights (EComHR) and the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe (CoE), was put in place to protect the free world and its values of rule of law, democracy and human rights. In addition, the ECHR and its resulting institutions were marked by the fact that a number of the major CoE member states such as the United Kingdom and France were empires in decline and very attuned to the risks that decolonization entailed in terms of migration.

The original ECHR was, on the one hand, open towards protecting the rights of people residing in Europe and, on the other, closed towards claims coming from the overseas territories of European powers. As to the former, the protections offered by the ECHR were cosmopolitan in nature and applied to everyone within the jurisdiction of the member states (ECHR Articles 1) and, therefore, non-national citizens were also protected. This opening was mitigated by the inclusion of the so-called colonial clause (Article 56), which reflected prevalent colonial sentiments of the time and stipulated that the colonial state could choose when and if the colonised should be entitled access to the ECHR system. In other words, rather than having an automatic universal application across the empires, the jurisdictional reach of the ECHR could only be extended by opt-ins decided in the imperial capitals. All in all, the system, which was set up, clearly favoured intra-European protection.

Or, as Marie-Bénédicte Dembour puts it, ‘[…]migrants were hardly a consideration in the newly created human rights scheme. The Convention was not meant to sustain their rights.’

If we look at the many different cases lodged with the European Commission in the first decades after its establishment in 1955, claims involving migrants were summarily dismissed as inadmissible or found to have no legal merit. While this was arguably a general trend at the early ECHR system, the first real migration cases to reach the court was in the mid-1980s. At this point, the Court had already established itself as the de facto supreme court of human rights matters in Europe through legal development in many other areas of human rights law. Hence, the discreet turn towards migration law in Strasbourg occurred rather late, and generally after the member states had started developing their own legislation in this area, as the Danish case detailed in the previous section illustrates. Analysis of the first ECtHR judgments within this category suggests that the Court was hardly an open door for migration-related claims, but consistently insisted on a minimalistic approach that left CoE states rather free to police entrance into their territories as long as conduct at the borders complied with Convention standards. Questions related to family reunification and foreigners’ rights within the CoE were still far away.

But things started gradually changing. One area where the legal construction of the Convention system allowed for the development of jurisprudence was with regard to the expulsion of migrants. Since they already resided within the territory of the state, expulsion decisions made by public authorities had to be balanced by Convention rights, notably the right to personal and family life enshrined in Article 8 ECHR and the prohibition of torture and inhuman and degrading treatment provided in Article 3. Regarding the latter, the relevant jurisprudence was initially developed not via migrant cases but in the context of the possible extradition of a young German to the United States, where he faced a murder trial and potentially capital punishment. The Court found that the risk of the ‘death-row phenomenon’ would violate Article 3 as it...
constituted inhuman and degrading treatment. This high-profile and much mediatised judgment was celebrated as a clear European stance on capital punishment, yet it also introduced an indirect non-refoulement principle into the Convention that opened up for subsequent expansion into migrants’ rights only a few years later. As to Article 8 and the protection of family life, the story is different. In 1988 the ECtHR delivered its first judgments concerning the expulsion of foreign criminals. From the get-go it was clear that the Court was divided on how to treat long-term residents who were non-citizens (e.g. second generation immigrants) and the resulting case law has been marked by a case-by-case logic until the 2001 Boultif case, which set out a set of core principles. In recent years, after pressure from for instance the UK, there is arguably a reverse tendency to once again lower protection standards.

This is also where the Danish interface with the ECtHR enters the picture. Denmark’s engagement with the ECtHR was originally marked by an internationalist outlook, evidenced both in inter-state cases launched against other CoE member states and the fact that the country was not found in violation of the Convention until 1989 regardless of being under the jurisdiction of the ECtHR since 1959. The domestication of the ECHR and the jurisprudence of the ECtHR happened not least at the intersection of migrant claims and human rights. As in other western European countries, the ECtHR simply offered a new and somewhat promising avenue for challenging the legislation and decision-making of the domestic authorities in the area of migration claims. As noted in the previous section, there are several direct examples of how this challenge via the ECtHR led to reforms and adaptations of existing Danish law and administrative practice. But it is also in this precise interface that the increasingly contentious nature of migration issues had a spill-over effect and more generally politicized human rights law and adjudication. In the Danish case, it literally became part of the government programme to find ways to limit the effects of the ECtHR on Danish immigration policy.

A number of high-profile cases emerged, where the Danish Supreme Court ruled that Article 8 protection of family life hindered expulsion. This triggered strong responses from a growing number of Danish politicians, initially from the right but eventually also including the centre-left. They viewed the ECtHR/ECHR as unduly protecting an undesired minority of foreign criminals to a degree that challenged the majority’s political mandate. In response, the Danish government in 2016 publicly announced that it would ‘bring the Convention back to its original core’; a clear retrograde objective seeking to turn back the clock to precisely the period before the ECtHR had developed its jurisprudence regarding migrant rights. This political programme, however, was short-lived due to opposition in other member states and the mobilisation of civil society organisations.

When Denmark took over the Presidency of the CoE in 2017 a new attempt was made. Following negotiations with the member states, the Danish government went ahead and published a draft Copenhagen Declaration, which caused controversy across Europe. Speaking mainly to a domestic agenda of inflamed sentiments towards the ECtHR, the draft, for example, singled out immigrants and asylum-seekers, and generally called on the ECtHR to be deferential vis-à-vis the member states. The text was subsequently redrafted and moderated and eventually resulted in a diplomatically acceptable compromise – containing no specific references to the Court’s approach in migration cases. Although the Danish government had failed in terms of its set
objective to separate migration and human rights, it had nonetheless succeeded in hammering out that the fusion of these two areas of international law is one of the most controversial aspects of contemporary politics.

**Conclusion**

This article has attempted to provide a contextualised understanding of how regime entanglement can be understood from the vantage point of the national level. As pointed out by other scholars, regime entanglement and resulting new assemblages are rarely smooth. Due to the strategizing of states, the relative incompatibility of different legal regimes and the interests of international institution to protect themselves against getting embroiled in megapolitical issues, interstitial legal fields such as the one studied here remain somewhat non-consolidated and open for critique from multiple angles. As the Danish example shows, such political critique does not always translate into legal transformations at the international level. However, it means that interstitial legal fields lack some of the traits normally associated with more autonomous legal fields, such as legal predictability and legal authority. The migration-human rights field is therefore likely to remain subject to political gaming zones of law, where different national powers seek to set the direction of legal evolution by putting pressure on and pushing back against the international level.

Our study has deliberately applied a *double regard* perspective to analysing the national and international evolution of migration and human rights. This approach enables the unpacking of the different impacts of regime entanglement in each dimension. Within migration and refugee law, for example, the so-called “human rights turn” has had immense impact, expanding frameworks of argumentation and providing new and important avenues for international adjudication. Several key cases relating to refugee and migrant rights have been lodged before regional human rights courts such as the ECtHR, the conclusion of which have time and time again forced states to either abandon or substantially adjust national migration policies. Last, but not least, governments’ own interpretation of international human rights law has been argued to pre-emptively block earlier proposals to outsource asylum processing. In recent years, different UN human rights treaty bodies have further become increasingly involved in individual petitions relating to asylum and immigration issues. Indeed, *non-refoulement* cases today make up the overwhelming majority of pending petitions before the Committee Against Torture. While human rights may thus be said to have energized migration law, in the reverse scenario the relationship is more ambivalent. It is clear that institutions such as the ECtHR have had a hard time coming to terms with how to deal with migrant issues in its jurisprudence, partly because the system was originally designed not to directly address such claims. Only very gradually, and often accompanied by political controversy, has the ECtHR engaged these issues. Today, we can identify a distinct case law on *non-refoulement*, family reunification, treatment of migrants at borders, etc. Yet, it is a jurisprudence built on deriving rights from generally defined provisions such as the right to family life or the prohibition against torture. This has made it an easy target for critics who have repeatedly pointed out that these developments were never foreseen by the drafters. While such claims to interpretative originalism are obviously at odds with the dynamic interpretative style
of the ECtHR since the late 1970s, it nevertheless adds fuel to the fire of the politics of legal regime entanglement in the case of migration law and human rights.
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This article examines the political and legal processes through which human rights and migration law have become confounded – what we in this article more generally refer to as regime entanglement. Regime entanglement implies that different areas of law not only interact but are more fundamentally entwined and mutually impacted. Human rights and migration have historically had distinct trajectories in European law and politics, but the recent coupling of the two, we argue, have transformed both. Migration law has gained legal momentum and judicial empowerment from increasingly engaging human rights law and institutions; human rights law has gained legitimacy for its universalist aspirations by developing, albeit slowly, a jurisprudence on non-nationals’ rights. Yet, the coupling has also been politically contentious – at times even explosive – which has in turn challenged both fields of law. Although this entanglement is a general European development, the article applies a more situated approach, using Denmark as a case for understanding how these two legal regimes have been implemented and interacted in national law and politics.

Cet article examine les processus politiques et juridiques par lesquels les droits de l’homme et le droit de la migration ont été confondus – nous l’appellerons plus généralement ici « l’enchevêtrement des régimes ». L’enchevêtrement des régimes implique que les différents domaines du droit non seulement interagissent, mais soient plus étroitement liés et s’influencent mutuellement. Les droits de l’homme et le droit de la migration ont historiquement eu des trajectoires distinctes dans le droit et la politique européenne, mais le récent couplage des deux a transformé l’un et l’autre. Le droit de la migration a acquis un élan juridique et une autonomisation judiciaire grâce à l’engagement croissant du droit et des institutions des droits.
de l'homme ; les droits de l'homme ont acquis une légitimité dans leurs aspirations universalistes en développant, quoique lentement, une jurisprudence sur les droits des non-ressortissants. Le couplage des deux droits a cependant été politiquement controversé – parfois même explosif – ce qui a remis en cause les deux domaines du droit. Bien que cet enchevêtrement participe d'une dynamique européenne globale, l'article applique une approche plus localisée, utilisant le Danemark comme un cas d'étude pour comprendre comment ces deux régimes juridiques ont été mis en œuvre et ont interagi dans le droit et la politique à l'échelle nationale.
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